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Picture time!
Quick business!
Programming Team

- Fridays at 4-6pm in GITC 1400
- Terrible Hackathon today!
E-BOARD ELECTIONS

- One vote per position, otherwise the vote will not count
- Wait until all speeches for a given position to be finished before you vote!
Treasurer

Candidates:
- Antonious Shaker
- Seven Kurt
$$$
Antonious Shaker
for
ACM Treasurer! $$$

Experience
Seven Kurt

For ACM Treasurer
Why should you vote for me?

- I’m always in the ACM office
- I can buy food and drinks for cheap
- My name is cool
- Let’s go Seven
Things I’ve done

- Volunteered for HackNJIT 2019
- Donated a few things to the office (wallpapers, figures, Wii)
- Played melee in the office for hundreds of hours
- Cleaned the office many times
Things I want to do

- I want the office to look as nice possible
- Maybe run SIG melee ;)
- Put time into getting money from senate
- Listen to suggestions about what food and drinks to get
Let’s go Seven
Secretary

Candidates:
- Andrea Cleofe
- Matt Antony
- Nikhil Ramesh
- Mathew Leriche
Andrea Cleofe
Why I’d be a good secretary

Presented By: Andrea Cleofe
Things a normal secretary can do that I can too!

- I can type fast
  - “An average person types approximately 40 WPM”
- I’ve got phone etiquette
  - Worked as a hostess at Jose Tejas, had to take calls (sometimes angry, always hungry)
- I’m organized
  - Color coded binders galore
  - Google Calendar (SAC)
  - Organized itineraries for my own parties
A frivolous example of how I write itineraries:

Plans for the party:

- The lot of you find a way to NJIT
- We meet up in front of my apartment and drop off whatever sleepover stuff/party stuff you guys decided to bring
- We can buy liquor nearby
- We take the light rail to NYC
- Fill up our MetroCards and take the PATH to NYC
- If PATH is out, we’ll take the train
- Stroll into Lips for the 9:15 show (show ends at 11:15)
- My parents are paying for your admission and for ONE drink
- Go bar hopping afterwards (optional)
  - Take an Uber back to my apartment (it’ll be $10 a person)
  - Rati and I have space for all of you
Things that make me different

- I have experience being on an e-board
  - Handling emails
  - Talking to higher-ups
  - Organizing events
- A regular attendee
  - Here since ‘16
- A volunteer
  - HackNJIT 2018
  - Open houses
Questions?
Matt Antony
Evan for Secretary
Evan for Secretary
Friendship ended with EVAN
Now
MATT
is my best friend
Why not Evan?
Matt = ‘not Evan’
Why Matt?
- Super involved in NJIT Computing!
  - Active ACM Tutor
  - CS 100 CA
  - Volunteer (HackNJIT)
- Great at being in charge of things!
  - YWCC Discord moderator
  - /r/NJTech moderator
- Friends with Jacob
Vote for Matt Antony!
Nikhil Ramesh
Mathew Leriche
Mathew Leriche’s guide to Running for ACM Secretary

(highly qualified, i promise)
Step 1: Show ‘em you’re organized
Show them your sick skillz

△ Show them your google calendar
△ Tell them about how you worked 3 jobs this semester
△ Show off 3.6 GPA??
△ Show off internship this summer?
△ Keep it tasteful.
Step 2: Give the people memes.
Step 3: Show them what you’ve got planned
Serious (goals for 2020)

- HackNJIT x WEC
- Getting Evan to grow his hair out
- ACM Organized Career Workshops
- Discord Movie Nights
Step 4: Strong conclusion
Let’s turn NJIT ACM from a Club to a Community

(pls vote for me)
THANKS!

Any questions?

You can find me at:
Spade#0001
ml529@njit.edu
CREDITS

Special thanks to all the people who made and released these awesome resources for free:

▸ Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
▸ Photographs by Unsplash
Public Relations

Candidates:
- Simon Lam
- Diogo Cardoso
- Amandeep Singh
- David Garcia
PUBLIC RELATIONS..?

Simon Lam
ABOUT ME
WHY AM I OK FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS?
I DIDN’T REALLY WANT TO MAKE MORE SLIDES
HERE’S STUFF TO TALK ABOUT

- DSC
- Google and Facebook
- VentureLink
- Writing
WHAT CAN I DO FOR YOU?

- Mock interviews!
- Cover letter writing and such
- Events!
- Grabbing speakers!
- uhhhh.........
- More events!
KTHNX
DIOGO CARDOSO: PR CANDIDATE

ELECTIONS FALL 2019
WHO AM I?

- A JUNIOR IN THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MAJOR COMPLETING THE NETWORK AND INFORMATION SECURITY SPECIALIZATION
- ALSO, STAYING FOR MY MASTERS AND WILL BE STARTING MY BS/MS
- FROM LINDEN, NJ BUT JUST RECENTLY MOVED TO MONROE TOWNSHIP, NJ
- REPRESENT THE IT MAJORS AND COMMUTERS
- PORTUGUESE 🇵🇹 🇬 Św
- GYM/FITNESS
- CARS AND THE AUTOMOTIVE COMMUNITY
- OUTDOORS
- PHOTOGRAPHY AND EQUIPMENT
- SOCIAL MEDIA
- PORTUGUESE CULTURAL EVENTS
- ENTREPRENEURSHIP
- TRAVELLING!
- FOOD LOVER
INVolvement on campus

Habitat for humanity
- Member

NJIT Motorsports club
- Member

Volleyball club
- Member

NJIT ACM
- Very active member
- X2 back to back volunteer of the semester
- Tutor!
- Sig: Social media “founder” and current runner

NJIT
- Current model
- Gym/Fitness
- Frequent game attender
WORK

CLARK BBQ, CLARK NJ
- ASSISTANT MANAGER, TRAINER, AND SENIOR BARTENDER

QWERTY CONCEPTS, PISCATAWAY NJ
- BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

NJIT ACM TUTOR
- TUTOR

FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHER, MONROE TOWNSHIP NJ
- SELF-RUN PHOTOGRAPHY BUSINESS
- CEO: ONE MAN SHOW
- HTTPS.DIOGO

VOLUNTEER VOLLEYBALL COACH, LINDEN NJ
- COACH THE WOMEN/MEN VOLLEYBALL HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS FOR THE CITY OF LINDEN
SOME OF MY WORK

@HTTPS.DIOGO
“KARLESSNESS”
WHY WOULD I BE A GOOD CANDIDATE?
QUALITIES

- LIVELINESS
- CREATIVITY
- OUTSPOKEN
- FRIENDLY
- MY LIFE AESTHETIC
- FUN TO BE AROUND
- NEVER "HALF A$$" THINGS
- SOCIAL MEDIA MASTER
- PHOTOGRAPHY SKILLS
- THAT PERSON WHO DOES ALL THE WORK IN THE GROUP
- ALWAYS FINISH WHAT I STARTED

- MANAGEMENT
- BRAVERY
- LEADERSHIP
- VERY OPEN
- EXTRA
- WANT TO SPREAD THE WORD ABOUT THE ACM
- MOST ORGANIZED PERSON YOU WILL EVER MEET
- I NEVER SETTLE FOR LESS
- OPEN MINDED
- NOT AFRAID TO TAKE THE FIRST STEP
LASTLY,

THANK YOU FOR ALL THE NOMINATIONS I HAVE RECEIVED. THANK YOU FOR THE MEMBER WHO WENT UP TO THE MICROPHONE AND NOMINATED ME AND TO EVERYONE WHO SECONDED IT RIGHT AFTER. EVEN THOUGH I MIGHT NOT KNOW EVERYONE IN THE ACM, I TRY TO CONSTANTLY MEET NEW PEOPLE. I AM AN OPEN BOOK AND WOULD LOVE TO MAKE NEW FRIENDS. IT TRULY MEANS A LOT TO ME WHEN PEOPLE WHO I DON’T EVEN KNOW WHO I AM RECOGNIZE ME FOR MY WORK AND EFFORTS I PUT INTO THE ACM. SO VOTE FOR ME, DIOGO CARDOSO AS YOUR PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER FOR THE 2020 YEAR. THANK YOU EVERYONE!
Amandeep Singh
Vote for Me!
(Amandeep Singh)
Your #1 Choice for PR
Youtube Committee!

- Promotions
- SIGs
- Programming
- Job Interview Prep
- And More!
My Other Ideas:

- Active Member Exclusives!
  - T-shirts? Pizza? Prizes?
- More Fun Events!
  - Movies! Games! Food!
  - Commuter friendly events?
- ACM Games???
What I will do:

- Promote ACM, SIGs, and you!
- Social Media!
- Recruit new members!
- Promote being active members!
- Events!
David Garcia
David Garcia
For PR!

A candidate that is out of this world!
My Promise

★ Every member gets a genetically engineered cat-girl or cat-boy.
★ To spread the word about ACM, advertising more on social media and throughout campus.
★ To create a more fun and welcoming environment within the ACM office as well as fun events for members.
Why Me?

★ I love interacting with people at events and making sure things run smoothly.
★ I love to make things fun for everyone and I try to please as many people as I can with what I do.
★ I want to create fun experiences for everyone in ACM.
★ I want to see ACM grow bigger and better.
Thanks for listening!
Webmaster

Candidates:
- Andrew Kritzler
- Samuel Muller
- Andrey Morales
Andrew Kritzler
Vote
Sam Muller
Webmaster
About Me

● 2nd year Computer Science Major
● Some experience making websites for personal projects
● I want to be more involved in ACM
Andrey Morales

And Why he should be Webmaster
Redeeming Qualities

● Willing to learn
● Give 100%
  ○ Go big or go home, all or nothing baby
● I get the job **done**
● Professional Problem Solver
My Most Valid Point

- **Web** and Information Systems
  - WIS rise up
  - Focus on Web Design + Dev
  - SYMBIOSIS
In conclusion

- Vote for me
- I am really funny
  - Also cool
  - And an overall good candidate for Webmaster
SIG Master

Candidates:

- Brett Johnson
- Christian Gutierrez
- Giancarlo Calle
SIG Master Candidate: Brett Johnson
Who am I?

- 2nd year
- IT major
- Enjoys programming
Important qualities for SIG Master

- Availability
- Communicative skills
- Coordination
- Organization
Availability

- Already commonly in the ACM office
- Discord and email
- Will respond at least within a day
Communicative skills

- Always open to talk and help out people who have questions
- Here for the SIG leaders, so I will make sure to help them with any questions to the best of my ability
Coordination & Organization

- I will make sure to let anyone (SIG leaders) know any changes they need to know ASAP
- Open to questions from any SIG members about their SIG
Christian Gutierrez
Christian Gutierrez
for SIG Master
Why vote for me?
Reasons

- Literally none
- Like all of these are placeholders
- Sample Text
- I’m running out of ideas
- Lorem Ipsum
- Just please vote for me
Actual Reasons

- I currently run a SIG
- Expand Marketing of SIG’s beyond just meetings
- Go bug Senate so we can get that code
- Increase the participation of SIG’s
- SIG Melee?
Giancarlo Calle
GIANCARLO CALLE
FOR
SIG MASTER
WHY AM I ELIGIBLE?
WHY DO I WANT IT?
Vote for me for SIG MASTER!
That’s Elections!
Graphic Designer

Candidates:
- Andres Orbe
Andres Orbe
ACM Designer?
Andres Orbe
Acknowledgements

- RIP MS PAINT
- Truly the best
- Deprecated but certainly not dead
President

Candidates:

- Evan Markowitz
Evan Markowitz
Evan For Treasurer

Evan Markowitz
Evan For Rice President

Evan Markowitz
Evan for President!?

Evan Markowitz
Hi, I’m Evan
I’m running for President
Why though?
I am a masochist who enjoys pain
Nah, for real though

- Two years of E-board experience (Treasurer, Vice President)
- Well Involved
  - Running the Tutoring Center
  - HackNJIT
  - Open Houses
  - Working with the department and college
- I main Kirby
- Also I'm running unopposed again, so that's great
Please, vote for me!
Vice President

Candidates:

- Jacob Fuhr
Jacob Fuhr
goto matt anthonys tutoring hours
Cya next semester! (unofficial meeting next Friday)

2019 Eboard out 👍